
A1 Hoops Tournament Rules

1. Each team will play a minimum of 3 games
2. National High School Federation rules will be followed with a few exceptions listed

below.
3. The home team is the bottom team on the schedule.
4. The venue will be open to fans and participants 30 minutes prior to the first scheduled

game time of each day of competition.
5. If a team is not on the court at the scheduled game time an official forfeit may be

declared by the tournament committee. If any team that is knowingly unable to make
their scheduled game must notify the Tournament Director in advance.

6. Players will be allowed to play for one team only. Once a player plays in a game for one
team, she will no longer be eligible to participate for any other team in the tournament.

7. The home team is responsible for providing the official book
8. Teams will be allowed a MAX of 2 coaches per team and 1 score keeper. Coaches and

score keeper will be required to sign for their band. Bands must be worn at all times.
9. Games will consist of 2 sixteen (16) minute stopped time halves.
10. Each team will be given three (2) :30 second timeouts
11. There will be a minimum of a four (4) minute warm up period before games. Halftime will

be 1 minute
12. Player Fouls - Each player will be allowed 6 fouls before disqualification from the game.
13. Team Fouls - Teams will shoot Two (2) Free Throws on the 10th team foul of each half.
14. On a technical foul

a. There will be a 1 shot and the game will resume at the previous point of
interruption.

15. Overtime will be sudden death, the first team to score two points (in any matter) will be
declared the winner.

16. Tie Breakers Order- Head to Head, Differential, Allowed, Scored
17. Mercy Rule Conditions

a. At any time if the score reaches the deficit below the clock will be running until
the score has been cut to less than 10 points.

i. 20 Points at any point in the game


